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Measurements of particle dynamics in slow, dense granular Couette flow

Daniel M. Mueth
The James Franck Institute and Department of Physics, The University of Chicago, 5640 South Ellis Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
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Experimental measurements of particle dynamics on the lower surface of a three-dimensional~3D! Couette
cell containing monodisperse spheres are reported. The average radial density and velocity profiles are similar
to those previously measured within the bulk and on the lower surface of the 3D cell filled with mustard seeds.
Observations of the evolution of particle velocities over time reveal distinct motion events, intervals where
previously stationary particles move for a short duration before jamming again. The cross correlation between
the velocities of two particles at a given distancer from the moving wall reveals a characteristic length scale
over which the particles are correlated. The autocorrelation of a single particle’s velocity reveals a character-
istic time scalet, which decreases with increasing distance from the inner moving wall. This may be attributed
to the increasing rarity at which the discrete motion events occur and the reduced duration of those events at

larger. The relationship between the rms azimuthal velocity fluctuations,dvu(r ), and average shear rate,ġ(r ),

was found to bedvu}ġa with a50.5260.04. These observations are compared with other recent experiments
and with the modified hydrodynamic model recently introduced by Bocquetet al.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.011304 PACS number~s!: 45.70.Mg, 83.80.Fg, 05.45.2a
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INTRODUCTION

The detailed understanding of slow flow in dense granu
systems has remained one of the central challenges in
field of granular materials@1#. While fast dilute granular
flows are fluidlike and can be described well by granu
kinetic theory @2–4#, slow flows at high packing fraction
preserve many of the complex properties of static gran
packs and may be more accurately described as slow, pl
deformation of a metastable granular solid than flow o
fluid. Recent work by Howellet al. @5,6# showed that many
of the intriguing properties of granular solids, such as
broad distribution of stresses and the presence of ‘‘fo
chains’’ which focus stresses along paths of many conne
particles, play a crucial role. Direct visualization reveal
that the flow is intermittent in time and that correlations, bo
in time and in space, exist@7#. These are seen as interva
over which one or more particles in a region become
jammed, move for a short time, and then become jamm
again. Such properties of dense granular flow are reminis
of behavior seen in glasses, dense colloidal suspensions
foams@8,9#. Recent studies have been successful at rela
stresses in stationary bead packs with those in glassy fl
@10#, suggesting that the two systems may also have sim
flow properties for high packing fractions and low sheari
rates. It is hoped that an understanding of dense gran
flow will provide insight into the properties of static granul
packs as well as the broader class of jammed systems.

From previous work, a number of unresolved fundamen
questions about slow, dense granular shear flow emerge
though videos and plots of particle trajectories suggest
particle velocities are correlated both in space and in tim
these correlations have not been directly measured or c
acterized, and their effect on the overall flow behavior
unknown. Previous experiments performed with vario
granular materials@11,12# have shown that the microscop
properties of a material such as particle shape, polydisper
and surface friction manifest themselves in the macrosco
1063-651X/2003/67~1!/011304~13!/$20.00 67 0113
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flow behavior; however, the details of how the microscop
particle properties and dynamics influence the overall flow
not fully understood. A number of theories describe the fl
by relying on coarse-grained quantities, such as an effec
temperature or viscosity. However, as we show here, ra
than varying smoothly and monotonically, these quantit
change abruptly and even oscillate on subparticle len
scales which may make it difficult to capture the full beha
ior in a coarse-grained model. The lack of a complete exp
mental description of the system, especially on the mic
scopic scale, has so far prevented the rigorous testing of
of these models.

To resolve these issues, a detailed description of the
ticle dynamics on the microscopic, i.e., single-particle lev
is needed. While a number of careful, high-resolution m
surements@6,11,13–17# of the average macroscopic prope
ties of slow, dense Couette flow have been performed, a
tailed description of the microscopic dynamics has be
lacking. The goal of the experiments reported in this pape
to characterize the particle dynamics on both microsco
and mesoscopic scales, and to measure both the ave
properties of the material as well as the fluctuations about
mean.

To this end a systematic study of the dynamics of partic
on the lower surface of a three-dimensional~3D! Couette cell
was performed. The dynamics were captured with dig
video, and individual particles were tracked through tim
Accurate measurements of the particle velocity fluctuatio
and correlations required high-precision measurements o
particle positions in every video frame. In contrast to me
surements of the time-averaged velocity or density profi
where the effects of measurement noise are reduced by
ficient averaging@11#, high-bandwidth fluctuation measure
ments are limited by the precision of each position measu
ment. For this reason, a number of improvements in
position measurement technique were implemented and
tensive calibration experiments made it possible to mitig
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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the effects of instrumental noise on the fluctuation and c
relation measurements.

With these improvements, we were able to measure
relations in particle velocities and to obtain the correlat
length j and correlation timet. The improved resolution
also allowed us to measure the distribution and amplitude
the velocity fluctuations over a much larger range than w
previously possible. The ability to determine, locally and
multaneously in the same system the packing fraction, a
age velocity, and fluctuation amplitude allowed for a dire
comparison with granular kinetic or hydrodynamic mode
such as the recent model by Bocquetet al. @17#.

BACKGROUND

Recently, several experiments on slow granular flo
have been performed in the Couette geometry, both in t
dimensional~2D! @14,6# and 3D@13,11,15–17# systems. The
Couette geometry@see Fig. 1~A!# with uniformly rotating
inner cylinder provides a steady-state flow which can
maintained for very long times and has a symmetry for a
muthal averaging of many quantities of interest. The brea
of the system into a shear band near the inner cylinder

FIG. 1. Sketch of the Couette cell and images of the low
surface.~A! The Couette cell consists of two coaxial cylinders
radii 25.5 and 41.0 mm. The gap between the cylinders is filled w
a granular material and the inner cylinder is rotated at cons
angular velocity.~B! The motion of the particles near the lowe
surface is recorded with a high speed digital camera at 250 fra
per second. The region imaged is represented by the rectangle~C!
The trajectory and average velocity of each particle over the pr
ous 200 ms~indicated by the particle shade: brighter for fast
darker for slow! are shown for mustard seeds, obtained using p
ticle tracking techniques.~D! An example image of the cell filled
with stainless steel bearing balls which are used for experim
requiring high-precision position measurements. The sample b
persity is visible through the size of the reflected bright spots.
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essentially stagnant material near the outer cylinder furth
more provides a single system in which velocities vary s
stantially through the cell allowing one to view faster a
slower shearing regions simultaneously.

Because dry granular materials are opaque, observat
are either confined to 2D Couette cells@14,6# and to the outer
surfaces of 3D cells@11,15–17#, where optical tracking of
surface particles is possible, or noninvasive 3D imaging to
must be employed@13,11#. For 2D systems and the surface
of 3D systems, the motion is typically recorded with vide
and each particle’s motion is tracked in the digitized fram
using software. This approach has the benefit of provid
detailed information about the particle dynamics. Howeve
is unable to probe the bulk behavior of a 3D system. Furth
more, packing fractions can only be determined where
particles are guaranteed to lie in the imaging plane, such
along the lower surface of the container. Noninvasive
imaging techniques, such as magnetic resonance ima
~MRI! and x-ray tomography, can be very effective at me
suring certain properties of a 3D system. X-ray tomograp
is very well suited for measuring the time-averaged pack
fraction @11# and is a valuable imaging tool@11,18,19#. How-
ever, determining the precise particle positions in three
mensions is computationally expensive and data acquisi
rates are very slow, making 3D particle tracking studies d
ficult. MRI has proven itself as a powerful tool for measurin
the time-averaged velocity inside 3D granular flows@20–22#
and has been used to measure the average flow prope
within the bulk in granular Couette flow@11#. MRI has also
been used to measure the diffusion coefficient and corr
tion times for flowing granular material@23,24#.

Several authors have studied the time-averaged ste
state flow velocity in slow, dense granular Couette flow
both two dimensions and three dimensio
@13,14,6,16,11,15,17#. Typically one measures the averag
particle velocity in the azimuthal (û) direction,vu(r ), as a
function of the distancer from the moving inner cylinder
wall. These studies reveal that the velocity decays quic
with r, with most shear occurring in a relatively narrow she
band of about ten grains across for a broad range of par
eters. High-precision MRI measurements in three dimensi
@11# have shown thatvu(r ) can be expressed as a product
an exponential decay and a Gaussian:

vu~r !5v0exp@2b~r /d!#exp$2c@~r 2r 0!/d#2%, ~1!

wherev0, b, c,andr 0 are fitting parameters. The exponenti
term was found to be associated with the formation of lay
that can slip past each other for systems of smooth, mo
disperse spheres. For these materials, the exponential
dominates in both 3D@11,15# and 2D@14,6# systems. Note
that, although the exponential term dominates for these
tems, the Gaussian term is still present. For systems of
ticles which are aspherical, polydisperse, or rough, the ex
nential term essentially vanishes and a pure Gaus
velocity profile is observed in three dimensions@11#. The
center of the Gaussian was found to be at the inner cylin
wall ~i.e., r 0'0). Thus, Eq.~1! can be recast into
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MEASUREMENTS OF PARTICLE DYNAMICS IN SLOW, . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 011304 ~2003!
vu~r !5v0exp@2~r /l!2~r /s!2#, ~2!

where the fitting parametersl and s describe the decay
lengths of the exponential and Gaussian components, res
tively. Note that unlike a pure exponential profile, in whichr
can be translated to a new origin with a simple rescaling
the velocity, the Gaussian component has a center posi
r 0'0, which specifies a unique reference location in
system.

In the slow shearing regime, the velocity profile norm
ized by the shear rate was found to be invariant to the
posed shear rate at the inner wall@6,11,15#. Furthermore,
using MRI in three dimensions, the velocity profilevu(r )
was found@11# to be uniform throughout the height of th
cell to within several particles~the detectable limit! of the
upper and lower surfaces. Comparison of MRI measu
ments with video data obtained from the lower cell surfa
revealed@11# that the bottom layer of particles has the sa
average velocity profile as the interior. This is likely caus
by the relative smoothness of the lower boundary surfa
contrasted with the geometrically rough surface of the b
granular material above the lowest layer of particles. P
ticles on the lower surface are moved with the bulk mate
above it, since these forces dominate the relatively sm
frictional forces on the lower surface. A direct comparison
the upper free surface with the bulk was not performed
cause significant heaping~several particle diameters! oc-
curred at the top surface making video tracking of these p
ticles difficult.

Granular Couette flow experiments in two dimensions a
three dimensions vary in several important ways. In two
mensions, the Couette cell imposes a constant volume,
thus fixed average packing fraction on the system as a wh
Since no dilation into the vertical direction~against gravity!
can occur, this leads to a strong dependence of the flow p
erties on the average packing fraction@14,6#. In a 3D Couette
cell with free top surface, the packing fraction can adj
freely in response to gravity, Reynolds dilation, and vibrato
compaction until a local steady-state packing fraction
reached. Thus, the steady-state behavior of the 3D sys
does not exhibit the transitions in behavior observed in
systems when the initial packing fraction is varied. Wh
both 2D and 3D systems give similar velocity profilesvu(r )
for nearly monodisperse, smooth spheres, they are foun
differ qualitatively for irregularly shaped particles, as expe
ments in two dimensions have found a nearly pure expon
tial form @25#. It has been speculated that this may be cau
by differences in the dimensionality of clusters of correla
particles@26# or possibly by differences in the way particle
rotate~spin! in the two systems@12#.

Qualitative properties of the flow can be determined fro
videos or from graphs showing the trajectories of partic
through time, such as the one shown in Fig. 1~C!, revealing
that the motion is intermittent in time. These imaging too
also give first hints that particles are correlated in spa
Clusters of particles can be seen to move together for s
intervals. By watching the motion of particles which are f
from the moving wall, one is able to observe motion eve
which involve the collective rearrangement of many partic
01130
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in the system, from the inner wall out to largerr. This sug-
gests that buckling of force chains, radiating outward fro
the moving wall, causes failure events that result in parti
rearrangements. Experiments performed in two dimensi
with birefringent disks have been able to visualize the
force chains and their dynamic evolution directly@6#.

Recent studies by Losert and co-workers of the top s
face of 3D Couette flow@15,17# show that the average flow
on the top surface resembles, at least qualitatively, that
served in other parts of 3D systems: the velocity pro
vu(r ) is between exponential and Gaussian in shape, and
polydisperse materialsvu(r ) decays more slowly and is
more Gaussian than for monodisperse materials@27#. These
experiments also measured the rms velocity fluctuatio
dvu(r ) and dv r(r ), in the azimuthal and radial direction
and found that these fluctuations decayed more slowly wir
than does the average velocity,vu(r ). In addition, the shear
rate,ġ[]vu /]r , was observed to scale with the fluctuatio
asdvu(r )}ġa, wherea50.4.

The upper surface of 3D Couette flow was also studied
Karion @16#. They observed a measurable secondary fl
which moved from the outer cylinder to the inner cylinde
and down the inner cylinder wall, giving rise to heaping
the upper surface. These experiments confirmed the rate
dependence of the azimuthal flow, although no functio
form for vu(r ) was given. The rms velocity fluctuation
about their mean,dvu(r ) anddv r(r ), were also measured.

Several theories have been put forth to describe gran
flow. The most well studied of these is granular kine
theory@4#, which locally relates the stress to the fluctuatio
and energy dissipation using coarse-grained variables.
theory assumes that collisions are instantaneous and bin
which typically requires the flow velocity to be large an
particle density to be low. In this limit, the flow is not ex
pected to be shear rate independent anddv;ġ @28#. In the
slow, dense flow limit, on the other hand, particles often ha
multiple, persistent contacts and forces are transmitted a
dynamically rearranging force chains. Recently, Bocq
et al. have proposed@17# an extension of kinetic theory fo
the dense flow regime. This continuum model makes som
the same key assumptions as kinetic theory, but tries to c
ture the behavior in the dense limit by proposing a stron
divergence of the viscosity with packing fraction as the ra
dom close packed limit is approached. This leads todv
;ġa with a,1.

A number of discrete models have been proposed, wh
attempt to capture the intermittency and correlation in p
ticle motion seen in videos of the particle flow and expec
for a well-connected system similar to the static bead pac
Debregeas and Josserand@26# suggest the material flows in
clusters of various sizes on short time scales and predict
the average flow profilevu(r ) should be Gaussian in thre
dimensions and exponential in two dimensions. This is c
sistent with existing data on irregularly shaped particles
2D @25# and 3D systems@11#, although not for monodisperse
round particles where layers form and slip past each othe
second approach proposed by Josserand@29#, which also pre-
dicts profiles for vu(r ) which vary from exponential to
4-3
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DANIEL M. MUETH PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 011304 ~2003!
Gaussian, is based on a lattice model that directly correl
particle motion from one layer to the next. Here the coupl
between particles, possibly related to surface and geomet
friction, is the control parameter that determines the form
vu(r ). Tkachenko and Putkaradze@30# model correlated
cluster motion in yet another way, arriving at a form f
vu(r ) which varies from a Gaussian to exponential depe
ing on the packing fraction profile to which the system
laxes. Each of these models, based on different physica
sumptions, attempts to capture the cooperat
rearrangements observed in videos of the shear flow.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The experimental apparatus used for the studies descr
in this paper was the same, with only minor modifications,
that used in previous studies@11# which measured the radia
profile of the steady-state azimuthal flow,vu(r ), at various
heights using MRI. The granular material was confined
tween two coaxial cylinders of diameters 51 mm and 82 m
@see Fig. 1~A!# and filled to a height of 13 mm. The oute
cylinder and cell floor were held stationary while the inn
cylinder was rotated at constant velocity~the velocity of the
inner wall wasvwall'23 mm/s for all experiments describe
in this paper!. To provide a reproducible source of friction
each cylinder surface had a layer of particles glued to it
portion of the lower surface of the cell was imaged@see Fig.
1~B!# at 250 fps and 2563240 pixel resolution using a
monochrome Kodak Motion Corder Analyzer digital came

Our previous particle tracking experiments using seed
glass spheres showed that the motion was intermittent
correlated in space@see Fig. 1~C!#, and that the time-
averaged azimuthal flow profile,vu(r ), on the lower surface
was similar to that at other heights within the cell. Howev
these experiments were unable to measure directly the
tuations in the particle velocities or the correlations betwe
particle velocities due to insufficient resolution in determ
ing the exact trajectories of each particle.

In order to obtain the necessary resolution in measu
the particle trajectories, a number of modifications we
made. The most important of these changes was to use
ished stainless steel balls~manufactured for ball bearings!
@31#. Illuminating the cell with a single small light sourc
produced a small, well-defined reflection from each parti
@see Fig. 1~D!# which allowed for a very precise positio
measurement. The high degree of sphericity of ball bea
balls (dr /r<1024 for the grade 100 balls used! almost com-
pletely eliminated the false motion of particles@32# observed
when less precise spheres, such as commonly available
spheres@33#, were used. It was also essential to minimi
blemishes in the lower surface, which may introduce no
into particle position measurements. To maximize the spa
resolution of each position measurement, we spread ou
light reflected from each particle across many pixels. T
was done by defocusing the lens, producing a small ann
for each particle@34#. We determined the uncertaintydx in
each position measurement from all noise contributions
performing test runs with a system in which all particl
were glued to a disk. At very slow disc rotation rates, t
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noise in position measurement was 0.05 pixels or 4mm. By
analyzing video data of completely stationary particles,
found the same fluctuation in measured position, indicat
that this noise floor in the position measurement was in
duced by pixel noise in the camera. This was confirmed
directly measuring the pixel noise in the camera and ca
lating the uncertainty this introduced into the center of m
measurement.

To eliminate crystallization, which occurs very rapidly fo
highly monodisperse spheres against a flat surface, a b
perse sample was used~see Fig. 2!. The sample consisted o
1.0- and 1.5-mm balls mixed in equal quantities by weig
Along the bottom surface and in the primary shear zone n
the moving wall, the larger particles were observed to gra
ally move away from the lower surface. This presumab
occurs because the contact angle between smaller and l
spheres on the lower surface has a nonzero angle relativ
that surface, giving rise to a vertical component in any co
tact force. This pushes larger particles out of the bottom la
of particles. However, the small concentration of larger ba

FIG. 2. Images and particle trajectory traces for ordered
disordered packs.~A! An image of the lower surface of the ce
filled with monodisperse 1-mm spherical bearing balls. The ima
was taken with the camera intentionally out of focus so that
bright spots reflected from the ball centers appear larger. Refle
spots which are closer than the typical particle spacing,d, seen at
small r correspond to particles in the second layer of particles
the lower cell surface. Away from the curved inner and outer c
walls, the balls are arranged in a triangular array with a single
of defects seen running between the cell walls. To suppress
ordering, a bidisperse sample of bearing balls~B! was used. In this
image, the small number of larger bright spots seen at larger cor-
respond to 1.5-mm balls which suppress ordering. Traces of
particle trajectories over 500 frames~2 sec! are shown for the
monodisperse~C! and bidisperse~D! samples. The ordering of the
monodisperse sample suppresses flow at larger, and particles at
smaller r tend to move along the lattice. The introduction of th
larger species suppresses the ordering, allowing flow at largerr and
more disordered flow at smallr ~D!.
4-4
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FIG. 3. Time traces of the
fluctuations in the radial positionr
and angleu of individual bearing
balls at different positions in the
cell. The fluctuations in particle
radial position r about its mean
value over this interval,̂ r &, are
shown in the left column for par-
ticles at distances 2.6d, 5.1d,
7.3d, and 9.8d from the inner cell
wall. The fluctuations in the azi-
muthal positionu abouts its mean
value over the interval,̂ u&, for
the same balls, are shown in th
right column.
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that remained on the lower surface, primarily at larger d
tances from the moving wall, was sufficient to prevent cr
talline ordering @35#. As will be discussed further below
aside from the lack of crystalline ordering the system
haved as if it were monodisperse.

Each experimental run consisted of 5459 digital vid
frames of resolution 2563240 pixels and imaging'350 par-
ticles. The position of each particle in each frame was m
sured using a convolution method which determined the c
ter of brightness of each reflection@36#. From these sets o
positions at each time, the particle trajectories were
sembled~see Figs. 2 and 3! and the velocities were dete
mined. Each experimental run yielded'2 000 000 velocity
measurements. Typically, between three and five runs of e
experimental type were performed. These were either a
aged or compared to guarantee reproducibility of the resu

The average velocity and density profiles and the velo
correlations were affected very little by random noise. Ho
ever, velocity fluctuation measurements do not distingu
between actual fluctuations in the particle motion and no
in the particle position measurements. This noise is cau
by various effects including camera pixel noise, optical a
facts, pixelation, assumptions in software, and imperfecti
in the spheres. To determine the net contribution of this m
surement noise to the fluctuation measurements, calibra
experiments were performed. The calibration was done
fixing particles to a disk that was moved at constant ang
velocity. Although the particles move along uniform arcs, t
measured trajectories have a non-negligible noise le
which varies with disk rotation rate. A wide range of rotatio
rates was used to obtain calibrations for use at various lo
01130
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tions in the cell, since the average particle velocity var
through the cell. These calibration experiments were a
lyzed in exactly the same way as the other experiments.
ing these calibrations, the fluctuation measurements w
corrected, extending the range over which the velocity fl
tuations could be reliably measured significantly.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Average velocity and density profiles

The radial profile of the time-averaged azimuthal veloci
vu(r ), was obtained by averaging the velocities of all p
ticles over all times at each radiusr @see Fig. 4~A!#. We
found that vu(r ) was well fit by Eq. ~2! with l5(2.1
60.2)d ands5(4.760.4)d @solid line in Fig. 4~A! and in-
set#. This profile has a dominant exponential term, similar
measurements of nearly monodisperse samples of sm
spheres@11#. The velocity profile is smooth and does n
show the strong steps seen with MRI experiments, as vi
techniques track the particle center motion and not the a
age flow of material, as MRI does. For materials for whi
the packing fraction profiler(r ) oscillates significantly, such
as smooth monodisperse spheres, the mass flow profile m
sured by MRI exhibits steps in the velocity profile. Note al
that, forr /d,1, the mean flow velocity profile is essential
constant as these particles are glued to the moving inner
wall.

The radial distribution of particle center positions can
used to calculate the particle center packing fractionrc(r )
@Fig 4~B!#, which is normalized such thatrc(r )51 would
4-5
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DANIEL M. MUETH PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 011304 ~2003!
correspond to all space being occupied by material. P
nounced oscillations are visible inrc(r ) corresponding to
ordering of the particles into concentric layers.

By convolving rc(r ) with a kernel describing the cross
sectional area of an individual particle, one obtains the m
terial packing fractionr(r ) @see Fig. 4~C!#. Because the
video images show the number of particles over a given a
the kernel used is the cross section of a disk and bothrc(r )
andr(r ) are 2D quantities. In order to calculate the packi
fraction accurately, the local relative populations of sma
and larger spheres at each radiusr in the cell were measure

FIG. 4. Radial velocity and density profiles. The material b
tweenr /d50 andr /d51 is glued to the inner wall giving rise to
nearly constant velocity profile.~A! The velocity profile for essen
tially monodisperse bearing balls (d51.0 mm), fit to Eq.~2!. The
dashed line atr /d51 represents the edge of the layer of partic
glued to the inner cell wall. When plotted semilog~inset!, v(r ) is
seen to be dominated by the exponential term with very weak
vature, as expected for a nearly monodisperse sample of sm
spheres.~B! The distribution of particle centers,rc(r ), showing
pronounced layering.~C! The local packing fraction of material
r(r ), calculated fromrc(r ). The horizontal dotted line represen
the density of a crystal in two dimensions,rxtal

2D50.91, and the
horizontal dashed line represents that of random close pa
spheres in two dimensions,r rcp

2D50.82.
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and used when calculatingr(r ). The layering of particles is
still observable inr(r ) although it is much more subtle tha
in rc(r ). Reynolds dilation is also visible at smallr. At
larger r, r(r ) approaches the random close packing fract
in two dimensions@37#, r rcp

2D50.82. ~At the largestr, layering
occurs again due to volume exclusion effect near the o
wall.!

Velocity-time traces

A first step toward quantifying the intermittent charact
of the flow is to plot the velocity of a single particle ove
time for randomly chosen particles at various positions in
cell. Several of these velocity traces are shown in Fig. 5. T
left column shows the velocities of four different particles
different distancesr from the inner wall. The right column
shows calibration data obtained by rotating a disk with p
ticles glued to it at rates roughly giving the same avera
velocity as in the corresponding plot in the left column. T
calibration data in the right column thus provide an indic
tion of the velocity-dependent noise level, observable as
fluctuations in the signalv(t).

The velocity traces for experimental runs~left column!
show distinct motion events during which appreciable p

-

r-
th

ed

FIG. 5. Time traces of the velocity of individual bearing balls
different radii. The velocity evolution over time~one frame is 4 ms!
for four randomly selected particles at radii 1.9d, 3.7d, 6.2d, and
10.4d for an experimental run are shown in the left column. T
right column shows calibration data obtained by tracking partic
which were glued to a disk and rotated at velocities correspond
to the approximate average velocity for each particle in the exp
ment ~left column!. The amplitude of the fluctuations in the righ
column shows the noise level for the given rotation rate. Disti
‘‘motion events,’’ intervals over which a particle experiences s
nificant motion, are clearly observable in the experimental runs.
frequency of the motion events is seen to decrease quickly w
distance from the moving inner wall~at r 510d, essentially no
events occur during the 80-frame time interval!, although the am-
plitude and duration only show a small decrease.
4-6
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MEASUREMENTS OF PARTICLE DYNAMICS IN SLOW, . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 011304 ~2003!
ticle motion persists. The duration of these events is typic
several frames~one frame corresponds to 4 ms!, and is
roughly independent of radial position in the system. Wh
some velocity changes are gradual over several frames, m
large rapid increases and decreases in velocity are vis
These presumably correspond to very fast jamming and
jamming events. Although their amplitude does not va
strongly withr, the frequency of these events varies subst
tially, occurring at increasingly longer intervals for largerr.

Velocity distributions

The velocity components in the radial direction,v r , and
azimuthal direction,vu , were histogrammed for all particle
and times for several ranges of radiir ~Fig. 6!. These veloci-
ties represent the measured average velocity between
successive video frames~i.e., over 4 ms!. The histogram of
radial velocitiesP(v r) is peaked atv r50 and is approxi-
mately symmetric about this point, since the primary flow
not in the radial direction. The width of the distribution
decreases with increasing distancer from the rotating cell
wall. The off-center distributionsP(vu) in ~B! reflect the
average azimuthal velocityvu(r ) as seen in Fig. 4~A!.

The average value ofvu at each radius is shown by th
position of the corresponding data point at the top of
graph. The velocity distributionsP(vu) are peaked near, bu
slightly below, their average value because there are la

FIG. 6. Distribution of particle velocity components. Histo
grams of the radial~A! and azimuthal~B! particle velocity compo-
nents determined from two successive video frames~i.e., averaged
over 4 ms! are shown. Each curve represents particles at diffe
radii: r 51.5d ~circles!, r 52.5d ~squares!, r 53.6d ~diamonds!, r
54.6d ~triangles!, and r 59.7d ~down triangles!. The average ve-
locity in the azimuthal direction is plotted as small vertical lines
the top of the lower plot, labeled by the symbol of the curve wh
it corresponds to.
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velocity fluctuations in the forward direction. Fluctuation
away from the mean velocity decay roughly exponentia
especially far from the inner cell wall, but acquire a round
shape for smallr.

Fluctuation amplitudes

The rms velocity fluctuations in the radial and azimuth
directions were calculated using the set of all particle velo
ties collected over all times. The velocity fluctuation of th
ith particle about the mean at timet is given byDv i ,t

→
[v i ,t

→
2 v̄(r 5r i ,t)
→

, wherev i ,t
→ is the velocity vector of thei th par-

ticle at timet, r i ,t is the distance of thei th particle from the
inner wall at timet, and v̄(r )

→
is the average velocity of al

particles at distancer from the inner wall. The rms velocity
fluctuations about the mean in the radial and azimuthal
rections,dv r(r ) anddvu(r ), are given by

dv r~r !5A( Dv r i ,t
2 d~r i ,t2r !

( d~r i ,t2r !

,

dvu~r !5A( Dvu i ,t
2 d~r i ,t2r !

( d~r i ,t2r !

, ~3!

FIG. 7. Velocity and velocity fluctuation profiles. The velocit
profile ~solid circles! is shown with its fit to Eq.~2!. The azimuthal
and radial rms velocity fluctuations about their mean,dv r(r ) ~open
squares! anddvu(r ) ~open triangles! as defined in Eq.~3! are also
shown. The inset shows the background values ofdv r(r ) and
dvu(r ) measured from calibrations performed by gluing particles
a disk that was rotated at various speeds. Using this calibration
the average velocity profilevu(r ) ~solid circles!, the noise floors for
dv r(r ) anddvu(r ) were determined~two lower solid curves!. The
corrected curves fordv r(r ) anddvu(r ) ~solid squares and triangles!
were obtained by subtracting the contribution from the noise flo
@39#. The corrected fluctuation profiles are shown with fits
Eq. ~4!.
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DANIEL M. MUETH PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 011304 ~2003!
where the sums are taken over all particlesi and timest, and
Dvu and Dv r are the azimuthal and radial components
Dv
→

. The rms fluctuation amplitudesdv r(r ) ~open squares!
anddvu(r ) ~open circles! are shown in Fig. 7, along with th
average azimuthal flowvu(r ) ~solid circles!. The average
fluctuation amplitude is seen to be somewhat smaller t
vu(r ) in the primary shear zone, but quickly dominates t
azimuthal flow forr .3.

By measuring the rms fluctuation amplitude in calibrati
experiments taken at varying rotation rates~see inset to Fig.
7!, the experimental noise floor fordv r(r ) anddvu(r ) was
obtained. The noise floors fordv r(r ) anddvu(r ) are shown
by the two lower solid curves in Fig. 7. By removing th
contribution from the measurement noise from these cur
@39#, the corrected particle velocity fluctuation amplitud
~solid triangles and squares in Fig. 7! were obtained. Empiri-
cally, the corrected fluctuation data are well fit by
-
t

iu

rm
fo
o

e

iv

b
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dva~r !5dva,0exp@2~r /la!2~r /sa!2#, ~4!

whereaP$r ,u%. The fitting parameters for the radial fluc
tuationsdv r(r ) were found to bedv r ,05(7.460.6) mm/s,
l r5(1060.9)d, ands r5(5.860.5)d, while the parameters
for dvu(r ) weredvu,05(9.060.8) mm/s,lu5(6.760.5)d,
andsu5(5.860.5)d.

Spatial correlations

To identify quantitatively whether there are correlation
and to determine the length scale over which these corr
tions exist, the spatial correlation function between partic
at a given radiusr was calculated. The spatial correlatio
functionCs(s,r ) is the average correlation of the fluctuatio
of the velocity components about their means of two p
ticles at the same radiusr with a separations along an arc of
constant radius:
Cs~s,r !5
( ~Dvu i ,tDvu j ,t1Dv ri ,tDv r j ,t!d„ur ~u i ,t2u j ,t!u2s…d~r i ,t2r !d~r j ,t2r !

( d„ur ~u i ,t2u j ,t!u2s…d~r i ,t2r !d~r j ,t2r !

2@dv~r !cal#
2d~s!, ~5!
ear

in

ns
ty
rac-
rela-
on
r-
where the sum is over all particle pairs (i , j ) and timest. The
term (Dvu i ,tDvu j ,t1Dv ri ,tDv r j ,t) is analogous to a dot prod
uct, however, it is performed in polar coordinates so tha
asymptotes to a constant at large particle separationss. The
term dv(r )cal is the measurement noise at a given rad
~determined by the average velocity at this radius! as deter-
mined from the calibration experiments. The final te
@dv(r )cal#

2d(s) is subtracted because noise is correlated
s50 @38#. Here we made the assumption that the noise
two different particles is uncorrelated.

We find thatCs(s,r ) decays exponentially with particl
separations for each radiusr @Fig. 8~A!#. The deviation from
the exponential ats50 is likely due to motion of particles
that are not in solid contact with neighboring particles, g
ing an ‘‘extra’’ contribution tos50 only. The overall expo-
nential form suggests that correlations are dominated
nearest neighbor interactions.
it

s

r
f

-

y

The slopes of the curves in Fig. 8~A! give the correlation
length at each radius,j(r ), as shown in Fig. 8~B!. This cor-
relation length is found to be a constant,j5(2.460.1)d,
outside the primary shear zone. Within the primary sh
zone,j(r ) is seen to increase to a value of nearly 3.5d for
the innermost particles. This indicates that particles move
larger clusters near the inner wall than at largerr.

Time correlations

In addition to spatial correlations, temporal correlatio
are indirectly visible in videos as well as in particle veloci
traces such as those shown in Fig. 5. To extract the cha
teristic time scale, and spatial dependence of these cor
tions, we calculated the particle velocity autocorrelati
function Ct(Dt,r ) given by the average correlation of a pa
ticle’s velocity fluctuation about its mean at timest and t
1Dt:
Ct~Dt,r !5

( ~Dvu i ,tDvu i ,t1Dt1Dv ri ,tDv ri ,t1Dt!dS 1

2
~r i ,t1r i ,t1Dt!2r D

( dS 1

2
~r i ,t1r i ,t1Dt!2r D 2@dv~r !cal#

2d~Dt !. ~6!
4-8
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MEASUREMENTS OF PARTICLE DYNAMICS IN SLOW, . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 011304 ~2003!
The sum is taken over all particlesi and timest. As with
Cs(s,r ), the last term is added to eliminate the contributi
of noise atDt50. Here we made the assumption that t
noise in measuring a particle’s velocity at two different tim
is uncorrelated.

Ct(Dt,r ) is shown in Fig. 9~A! for several distancesr
from the inner wall. The rate of decay ofCt(Dt,r ) is seen to
increase with distancer from the inner wall. The shape o
this correlation function is nonexponential@inset to Fig.
9~A!#, indicating that there are correlated processes occur
at multiple time scales. Nevertheless, we can define an e
tive time scalet(r ) as the time it takes forCt(Dt,r ) to fall to
(1/e)Ct(Dt50,r ). t(r ) decreases substantially with increa
ing distancer from the moving wall@Fig. 9~B!#. Thus, par-
ticles near the inner wall typically retain their velocity hi
tory for several video frames, while particles far from t

FIG. 8. Spatial correlations and correlation lengths.~A! The
correlationCs(s,r ) of the velocity fluctuations of two particles@de-
fined in Eq.~5! in the text# at the same radiusr as a function of their
separations for particles at distances from the inner wall of 2.5d
~circles!, 5.6d ~diamonds!, and 8.6d ~squares!. The curves were
normalized such thatCs(s50)51, however, they have bee
shifted vertically for clarity. Fits to exponentials for the datas/d
.0 are shown, and the slopes are used to calculate the correl
length j/d as shown in~B!. @Note that, for clarity, not all curves
were shown in~A!.# The correlation length is seen to be nea
constant outside the primary shear zone and somewhat larger
close to the inner wall. The average of the data forr /d.3 is shown
as the horizontal dashed line.
01130
g
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inner wall rarely retain their velocity history for even th
interval between two successive frames. The inset to
9~B! shows the dimensionless quantitytġ(r ), corresponding
to the ratio of the correlation time scale and the shear fl
time scale.

Fluctuation–shear rate relationship

Having measurements of both the average azimuthal
locity vu(r ) and the fluctuations of the azimuthal veloci
about the meandvu(r ), we were able to determine the rela
tionship between the fluctuation strength and the shear r
The shear rate is given byġ[]vu(r )/]r . The fluctuation–
shear rate relationship is shown in Fig. 10. The open symb
show the uncorrected data, which exhibit a power-law-l
relationship over a small region for large shear, and wh
asymptote to a constant for smaller shear. The noise floor

ion

ery

FIG. 9. The autocorrelation of a particle’s velocity fluctuatio
over time.~A! The autocorrelation functionCt(Dt,r ) of a particle’s
velocity fluctuations about its mean at timest and t1Dt for r /d
51.5 ~circles!, r /d54.5 ~squares!, and r /d57.5 ~triangles! as de-
fined in Eq. ~6!. The noise contribution forDt50 has been sub-
tracted andCt(Dt,r ) is normalized~for each r value! such that
Ct(Dt50,r )51. ~B! The correlation timet(r ), defined as the time
it takes forCt(Dt,r ) to fall to 1/e for eachr. The inset shows the

dimensionless quantitytġ(r ), which represents the duration ove
which particle motion is correlated relative to the time scale o
which shear occurs.
4-9
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DANIEL M. MUETH PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 011304 ~2003!
dvu(ġ) is calculated from the calibration curvesdvu(vu) as
shown in the inset to Fig. 7. This noise floor is shown by
dotted line in Fig. 10. For smaller shearing rates, the fluct
tionsdvu are dominated by the measurement noise. After
noise contribution was subtracted@39# ~solid symbols!, the
overall power-law shape of the curve is seen to extend
the smaller shearing region~i.e., largerr ). The dashed line
shows a fit of the high-shearing-rate portion of the curve t
power law, with a measured slopea50.5260.04. This fit is
consistent with the entire range of data.

Shear rate–density relationship

Using the measurements of the material packing frac
r(r ) and material velocityv(r ) for this system, the relation
ship between the shearing rateġ(r ) and packing fraction
r(r ) was readily obtained~Fig. 11!. The curve is param-
etrized byr, with the smallestr value having low density and
high ~negative! shearing rate. The line segments connect
data points reflect the path followed asr is increased. Bothr
and ġ oscillate with increasingr. Note that while it is not
visible on this figure,ġ is varying by more than three orde
of magnitude. Forr above six particle diameters,ġ is nearly
zero on this figure althoughr is still oscillating significantly.
While one may approximate this as a linear profile, there
strong oscillations on the single-grain length scale throu
out the cell.

DISCUSSION

Average flow properties

The average velocityvu(r ) was found to be very simila
to that previously obtained@11# for roughly monodisperse
mustard seeds in the same cell. For all data, Eq.~2! provided
an excellent fit. The nearly monodisperse bearing balls w
best fit usingl5(2.160.2)d ands5(4.760.4)d, while the

FIG. 10. Relationship between the fluctuations in the azimu
velocity and shear rate. The rms fluctuations of the azimuthal
locity component about its mean,dvu(r ), are plotted against the

shear rateġ(r )[]vu(r )/]r for three different experiments~open
symbols!. The noise floor fordvu is shown by the dotted curve
revealing thatdvu is saturated by the noise floor at low-shear rat
After removing the contribution of the noise floor todvu @39# ~solid
symbols!, we found that the data is well fit by a power law~dashed
line!, with a slope ofa50.5260.04.
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mustard seeds were fit byl5(2.560.2)d and s5(4.1
60.3)d. The similarity in the fitting parameters for these tw
experiments supports the previous observation that the lo
surface has a similar flow profile to the bulk and indica
that the small polydispersity of the mustard seeds does
have a dramatic effect on the overall flow behavior. Althou
it was not measured in this set of experiments, we expect
this form of the velocity profile is independent of sheari
rate for low shearing rates and extends into the bulk of
material, as was previously observed with mustard seed

This velocity profile is qualitatively similar to that foun
by Howell and co-workers for slightly bidisperse disks
two dimensions@14,6# and by Bocquetet al. for the top sur-
face of a 3D system of glass spheres@17#. Although a fitting
form for vu(r ) was not given for the Bocquetet al. data for
glass spheres, inspection of Fig. 5 in Ref.@17# reveals that
the overall shape ofvu(r ) exhibits curvature~on a log-linear
plot! similar to what we observe in the inset to Fig. 4~A!.
However, the overall velocity gradient across the shear b
is dramatically smaller:vu(r ) in Fig. 4 changes by a facto
of 1000 between the inner wall andr 510d, while in the
experiment by Bocquetet al. it drops by only a factor of 50
over the same interval. It is possible that this difference
attributable to the difference between the top surface and
bulk. We note, however, that experiments on steel sphere
Bocquetet al. have a rate of decay similar to our expe
ments on steel spheres. Thus, it is also possible that
difference is attributable to the large polydispersity~diam-
eters range from 0.55 to 0.95 mm! of the glass spheres use
by Bocquetet al. In the 2D experiments by Howell and co
workers, the velocityvu(r ) decays much more quickly tha
in our experiments. It is not surprising that the 2D expe
ments differ because they are under a constant volu
boundary condition, which causes the overall behavior of

l
-

.

FIG. 11. Relationship between the shear rate and packing f

tion. The shear rateġd/Vwall is plotted against the packing fractio
r. Vwall523 mm/s as with all video tracking experiments describ
here. Points connected by line segments correspond to data poi
neighboring values ofr, which parametrizes both quantities. Th
lower left data point corresponds to smallestr, while larger values
have shear rates approaching 0. For larger values ofr, the shear rate
is nearly 0 on this linear plot, however, the density continues
oscillate substantially. Note that the three data points with larger
correspond to the data in Fig. 4~C! near the outer wall that exceed
the random close pack density in two dimensions, and are lik
caused by layering near the outer cylinder wall.
4-10
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MEASUREMENTS OF PARTICLE DYNAMICS IN SLOW, . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 011304 ~2003!
system to vary strongly with packing fraction@14,40#. The
steep packing fraction gradient at lowr is likely to give rise
to the steep velocity gradient.

A large degree of particle layering is observed in the d
tribution of particle center positionsrc(r ) @Fig. 4~B!#. As
discussed in Ref.@11#, this layering is the source of the ex
ponential term in the velocity profile@Eq. ~2!# and is gener-
ally only observed for smooth spherical particles. The cal
lated material packing fractionr(r ) in Fig. 4~C! is a 2D
quantity in that it is the number of particles per unit ar
along the lower surface of the cell. This makes quantitat
comparison with the previously measured packing fract
for mustard seeds inside the bulk difficult. However, the t
are qualitatively very similar. Oscillations inr(r ) are seen to
correspond to layering of the particles. The average pack
fraction gradually increases with distance from the inn
wall. The overall form ofr(r ) appears to be approachin
r rcp

2D . The oscillations in the packing fraction are highly si
nificant, with r rcp

2D2r(r ) typically varying by a factor of 2
over any interval of the size of a single grain.

Although it is widely accepted that the packing fraction
a granular material determines, in part, the ease at whic
can shear, the relationship between the local shearing
ġ(r ) and local packing fractionr(r ) had not been previously
measured to our knowledge. The observed relationship
tween these two quantities~Fig. 11! reveals that the overal
shape is roughly linear for smallr. This is consistent with the
predictions of Bocquetet al. @17#. Large oscillations inr(r )
and ġ give rise to a substantial degree of variation from t
linear form, however. This emphasizes that these quant
are varying significantly on subparticle length scales a
suggests that coarse graining of these quantities may not
ture the full behavior of the system.

Fluctuations

The rms fluctuations of the velocity components ab
their mean were found to show significant deviation fro
pure exponential behavior. Instead,dv(r ) was well fit by the
product of an exponential and a Gaussian centered onr 50
@Eq. ~4!#. The smooth downward curvature seen in the flu
tuation profiles,dv r(r ) anddvu(r ), appears to be in contras
to the form proposed by Bocquetet al. @17#. They predict
fluctuation profiles that are constant forr ,r w , and fall off
as dv;cosh@(H2r)/const# for r .r w , wherer w is a fitting
parameter. This form has an elbow atr w and a concave up
shape forr .r w , in contrast to our observations. Caref
observation of Fig. 5 in Ref.@17# suggests that the fluctua
tion profiles found in the Bocquet experiments on gla
spheres may also be concave down.

The relationship between the fluctuation strengthdvu(r )
and the shear rateġ(r ) is consistent with a power law~see
Fig. 10!: dvu}ġa with a50.5260.04. Since the fluctuation
strengths are nearly identical in the radial and azimuthal
rections~as shown in Fig. 7!, this can be expressed in term
of an effective granular temperature,T[m(dv)2, obtaining
T}ġ2a. With the measured value fora, these results are
consistent withT}ġ.
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Several theories make predictions about the she
fluctuation relationship with which these results can be co
pared. Granular kinetic theory for fast, dilute flows predic

that ġ}dv}AT for steady shear flow@41#. This is inconsis-
tent with our observations for slow, dense flows. This inco
sistency is not surprising, as several of the assumption
kinetic theory do not hold for slow, dense flows. The mo
fied hydrodynamic model of Bocquetet al. predicts dv
}ġa, although it makes no prediction for the value ofa
other thana,1. They measurea50.4 and point out that the
2D experiments of Howell and co-workers havea50.5.
Thus, the observed relationship between the shear rate
fluctuation amplitude is in agreement with these other
periments and the modified hydrodynamic model. From t
it is clear that kinetic theory is unable to capture the behav
in the slow, dense limit unless the pair correlation functi
g(r ) ~and thus the viscosity! for a dense material is used, a
done by Bocquetet al.

Correlations

The coherent motion of neighboring particles observa
in videos of the motion and in trajectory plots, is quantifi
by the spatial correlation functionCs(s,r ) ~Fig. 8!. The ex-
ponential decay ofCs(s,r ) suggests a process due to near
neighbor interactions of particles, such as a string of partic
in contact, correlated over a typical lengthj.

The correlation lengthj(r ) was found to be essentiall
constant away from the inner wall, suggesting that the lo
material property, as it pertains to coherent motion of p
ticles, is uniform in this region. One may speculate that
correlation lengthj may be determined by the randomness
particle contact angles. Knowledge of the direction of moti
of a given particle is quickly lost by its neighbors in a di
ordered pack. In this picture, the constant value ofj(r )
would correspond to a uniformly disordered pack. Only
side the first moving layers, closest to the wall, the corre
tion length is found to increase indicating that particles
moving in larger clusters. This may be a consequence
particle layering. The particles tend to line up with conta
in the same direction as their primary motion, possibly lea
ing to an increased correlation length.

The coherence of particle motion in time was also ori
nally evident in videos of the shear flow and particle traje
tories. Plots of the velocity traces for individual particle
~Fig. 5! reveal the intermittency of the flow. Distinct motio
events are visible at all regions of the cell. In many cas
sudden changes in velocity indicate that a particle sudde
became jammed or freed. While the interval between mot
events was observed to increase substantially with distanr
from the inner wall, the duration and speed of each mot
event appeared to decrease only slightly with increasingr.

The correlation of a particle’s velocity fluctuations ov
time, Ct(Dt,r ), decays with a correlation timet(r ) which
varies with r. For small r, the velocity persists for severa
time frames~about 13 ms! for an inner cell wall speed o
vwall523 mm/s. This corresponds to a correlation over
time it takes the inner wall to move by 0.30d. Note that
while the correlation timet(r ) is decreasing with increasin
4-11
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DANIEL M. MUETH PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 011304 ~2003!
r, the characteristic time scale for shear flow,ġ21, is increas-
ing with r. Thus, the ratio of the correlation time scale to t
shear time scale,tġ(r ), decays very quickly withr indicat-
ing that the flow is not uniformly slowing down with increa
ing r. The decrease in correlation timet(r ) with decreasing
r may be caused by multiple effects including the speed
up of motion events, the weakening magnitude of the eve
and the increased rarity of motion events. However, it
clear from looking at velocity-time traces, such as tho
shown in Fig. 5, that the primary change in behavior is t
the interval between motion events becomes very larg
large r. While one may expect the correlation timet(r ) to
increase withr since the flow is occurring over longer tim
scales, the opposite trend is observed. With increasingr, the
events occur increasingly quickly and at increasingly lo
intervals.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We found that fluctuations in the velocities of two pa
ticles at radiusr are correlated within a characteristic leng
scalej(r ). Away from the moving inner wall, the correlatio
length is j5(2.460.1)d, while near the moving wall the
correlation length increases toj'3.5d. Correlations in time
are also observed, both through velocity traces as wel
direct calculation of the correlation function,Ct(Dt,r ). The
correlation timet was found to be 13 ms near the movin
inner wall and decreases with increasingr. Distinct motion
events, intervals over which a previously stationary or slo
moving particle moves more quickly before slowing down
coming to rest, were also directly observed in velocity trac
The interval between motion events was observed to incre
quickly with distance from the inner wall. The observed i
termittency and velocity correlations are reminiscent of t
observed in force chains in a similar geometry by How
and co-workers@6#, which suggests force chains may play
role in the dynamics.

Having directly measured the velocity, velocity fluctu
tions, and density within the same system, we were abl
compare our observations with the predictions of hydro
namic and kinetic theories of granular flow. We measure
power-law relationship between shear rate and fluctua
amplitude,dv}ġa, with a50.5260.04. This form is con-
sistent with the hydrodynamic theory and experiments
Bocquetet al. @17#, although it is inconsistent with simpl
ys
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kinetic theory without corrections for high-density pack
which predictsa51.0 @41#. The overall form for the azi-
muthal velocity fluctuations about their mean,dvu(r ), was
found to be Gaussian in shape, in contrast to the cosh f
predicted by the hydrodynamic theory.

The relationship between the shear rate and packing f
tion can be approximated by a linear relationship close to
shearing wall. However, the variations from this form a
quite large due to the strong oscillations in both the pack
fraction and the shear rate with distance from the inner
wall. This emphasizes that the behavior on subparticle len
scales is very different from that on larger scales, and that
coarse-grained approach used in kinetic and hydrodyna
theories is unable to describe the behavior on this scale.

While some aspects of the flow are described within
isting theories, many of the observations reported are still
understood. The Gaussian component to the velocity pro
vu(r ), indicates that the inner cylinder wall,r 50, plays an
important role in the flow behavior. Asr increases from this
wall, the shape of the azimuthal velocity distribution
P(vu), varies from roughly Gaussian to exponential in sha
~Fig. 6!. Also, although the time for flow to occur become
very large at larger, the correlation timet(r ) decreases with
r and changes only by a factor of 6~Fig. 9!, as the interval
between motion events becomes very large but the dura
of motion events does not change dramatically~Fig. 5!. To-
gether, these results suggest the presence of an under
mechanism of shear transmission from the inner wallr
50) outward in a stochastic fashion along intermitte
chains of contact.
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